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DETERMINATION OF THE TEMPERATURE OF A DENSE PLASMA FROM A SPECTRAL
LINE SHIFT

A.M. Sultanov and V.A. Ageyev

Different methods are known for determining the temperature of /26

plasma, in particular the plasma of a pulse discharge with low power

[1, 2], For instance, the authors of [2] determine the temperature

of a plasma jet of a spark discharge acccording to the shift in maxi-

mum spectral lines.

In the present work it is pointed out that this method can be

used during diagnostics of a dense plasma of a high-power pulse dis-

charge. However, then it is necessary to pay attention to the effect

of pressure on the shock wave for the shift of the line. Therefore,

when using the results [2] in the formula for determining temperature

a function which depends on pressure was introduced:

7-/ —

where -\
- 1

„ C-'.'i)2 <?• «B f (/l. _ n ,,v_ „,., (, ,c '- f ~/r»7= L ~ 4/*-i (2)
•1 (/

P=—: — is the pressure on the shock wave [3]; Av is the value of
1.5+L2-

the shift of the spectral line; L is the length of the periodic struc-

ture; P]^ is atmospheric pressure; h is Planck's constant; c is the

speed of light; n is the main quantum number; is the orbital quantum

number; m is the magnetic quantum number; v _,,v , v are the

values of terms belonging to the main quantum number n and the orbi-

tal quantum numbers Z-l, ?,/ £+1; r is the degree of ionization; gr

srs j_in the Tn^ir<"iir» indic^t*1 r»a.nin*H-irm i.n th*3. foreicm text.



is the statistical weight; me is the mass of the electrons; Ur is

the ionization potential.

In a number of published works [4—6] it was pointed out that

in a high-power pulse discharge when encountering two supersonic

jets or when running against a flat obstacle and with streamline

flow past bodies of different shapes shock waves can form which are

formed similarly when moving a supersonic flow in gas dynamics and

hydrodynamics [7—9].

Here sharp increases in the basic parameters of the incoming

flux in particular T, P, p are observed on the shock waves. The

spectrum of the compacted zone is characterized by continuous radia- /27

tion, asymmetrical expansion and a shift of the line primarily in

the long wave field of the spectrum.

In the present work temperature and concentration of charged

particles were determined in the plasma for some of the cases of

shock wave formation indicated above.

Experimental studies were made with the following regime of

discharge contour: the capacity of the battery of the pulse capa-

citors amounted to 200—400 yf, flashover voltage was 3 kV and in-

ductance was 1 yhenry. The spectra of radiation of the plasma let was

measured on anlSP-28 spectrograph. The system of the discharge

chamber is similar to that used in [6].

1. Supersonic plasma flow (SPP [sverkhzvukovyy plazmennyy potok,

supersonic plasma flow, SPF]) runs into a solid obstacle. An alu-

minum plate is used as the obstacle. The time base photographed on

a SFR-2M camera indicates that when the SPF encounters an obstable

(as was indicated earlier [6]) a compacted region of plasma is formed

with a thickness of about 1—2 nun which exists during the entire

time of the discharge and is characterized by continuous radiation.

The plasma spectrum basically consists of lines of material of

electrodes of the discharge chamber and components of the air. As

an example, Figure 1 shows the contour of the line of the Cu II
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283.7 nm before the shock (a) and on the shock wave (b). It is

clearly obvious that on the shock wave one observes an increase in

the intensity of the copper ion line and simultaneously a shift

in the maximum of the line occurs toward the long-wave side of the

soectrum.

A,nm

Figure 1. Contours of the spectral lines of
Cull 283.7 mn when encountering a solid ob-

stacle:

a. before the shock wave; b. at the shock wave

On the contour of the characteristic lines we measured the half-

width and shift of the maximum for different elements; then, tem-

perature (according to formula 1) and concentration of the charged

particles on the shock wave were calculated. Results of measure-

ment are presented in the Table (a); here Stark constants which were

calculated according to formula 2 are given.

/28

The values of the temperature of plasma determined by other

methods [10, 11] are in good agreement (+5+10%) with the results of

the present work.

2. When encountering SPF in an interelectrode space also there

forms an impact compression region of plasma limited on two sides by
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DETERMINATION OF TEMPERATURE AND CONCENTRATION ACCORDING
TO THE SHIFT OF SPECTRAL LINES IN THE IMPACT REGIONS OF

THE PLASMA
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Key: a. element and wavelength, nm
b. transitions between levels
c. energy of ionization, eV
d. half-width of the line, nm
e. shift of the line, nm
f. Stark constants, 10-l4cm4s--L

g. concentration of particles,
h. temperature, 10[illegible]°K
1. a. when encountering the solid obstacle
2. b. when encountering each other

[Commas in tabulated material are equivalent to
decimal points.]

shock waves. Then the radiation of this region is somewhat more in-

tense than the radiation of the region formed when a supersonic

flow encounters a flat obstacle with identical parameters of the

discharge contour.

In this variation of the experiment, in distinction from the

first case, many lines of the ions of the components of the electrodes
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on the shock wave are recorded in self-reversal (Figure 2, a) at

the same time that before the shock wave self—reversal of the lines

is not noted (Figure 2, b). The value of the shift of the basic

maximum for a number of characteristic lines of ions of copper and

the values of the half-width of their contours are presented in

Table 1, b.
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Figure 2. Contours of the spectral line of
Cull 254.4 nm when two supersonic plasma flows

meet:

a. at the shock wave; b. before the shock wave

Experimental results presented in the Table make it possible to

note that during interaction of two SPF between them the values of

the parameters at the shock wave are somewhat higher than when run-

ing into a solid barrier; this is strongly apparent in the half-

width and shift of the maximum of the spectral lines.

Thus, according to the value of shift of the maximum of the

spectral lines on the impact compression fields of the plasma it is

possible to determine temperature according to the change in



half-width of the contour of the concentrations of charged particles

in the plasma. One should note that experimental data presented in

this present work confirm the opinion of the authors of [12] as to

the fact that the shift of the maximum of spectral lines has a large

effect on the value of pressure.
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